Fully automated time domain spectrometer for the absorption and scattering characterization of diffusive media.
We describe a system for absorption and scattering spectroscopy of diffusive media based on time-resolved reflectance and transmittance measurements. The system is operated with mode-locked lasers tunable in the 550-1050 nm spectral range and on a detection chain based on time-correlated single-photon counting. All measurement procedures such as laser tuning and optimization, signal conditioning, data acquisition, and analysis are completely automated, permitting spectral measurements over the whole range in a few minutes. The criticalities of the system are discussed together with the strategies to compensate them. The Medphot protocol devised for the characterization of photon migration instruments was applied to assess the system performances in terms of accuracy, linearity, noise, stability, and reproducibility. Finally, an example of application of the instrument to the spectroscopy of powders is presented.